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Randall M. Hasson. An alphabet written with the square
Speedball A-Series nib and inspired by lettering of the early
twentieth century. “Writing with a Bent Nib,” page 28.
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CLAUDIA LEE
My background has always been in textiles, beginning with handweaving to create pillows and wall pieces for the interior design
field as well as for galleries and specialty shops. It was while taking
a handspinning workshop with Persis Grayson at Peters Valley
School of Craft that I first saw someone making paper by hand –
I knew immediately this was something I wanted to do. It was still
early days for hand papermaking in the United States, though, and
several years passed before I found someone who could help me
get started.
Since that time, I have moved the loom out of my studio in an
effort to narrow my focus and develop a signature body of work
that, though basically handmade paper, also incorporates many textile techniques, including weaving, spinning, dyeing, and stitching.
When you make paper almost every day for more than thirty
years, it’s impossible not to get caught up in the magic of the process. It begins with a humble plant growing in yard, field, or woods;
cooking the plant to remove non-cellulosic materials; beating it into
pulp; and adding the pulp to a vat of water.
Next is stirring the vat with your hands. An experienced papermaker can tell by the feel of the pulp in the water if the amount of
pulp is sufficient for a sheet. With each dip of the mould and deckle
into the vat, the sheet miraculously forms before your eyes.
A critical eye then examines each newly formed sheet. If the sheet
isn’t perfect, it goes back into the vat to be reformed into a new sheet.
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A perfect sheet is couched onto a support fabric called a felt. The
mould and deckle is dipped back into the vat, and another sheet is
formed and couched, then another and another, creating a stack of
wet sheets that is called a post of papers. The post is placed in a press,
the sheets are compressed, and more water is removed. This is an
important step in that the pressure affects the surface of the sheets.
The freshly pressed sheets are then removed from the felts and
placed on a forced-air dryer. The sheets are under pressure, which
keeps them flat, and air from a fan is forced through the stack, drying the sheets. Opening the dryer is like opening a huge gift. The
wet sheets have again been transformed into dry papers, with lovely
surfaces, edges, and colors – another magic moment.
I make sheets of papers for bookbinders, printmakers, and other
artists to use for their own work, and also for those who just love
paper. In addition, there are the papers I use for my own artwork.
Basically, I’m making my own art materials, and one of the wonderful things about that is I can design a paper for a project and not
have to rely on commercial papers. This gives my work its distinctive
look, and I always have a paper that does exactly what I need it to do.
When I began stitching on paper, I wanted to create sheets that
could stand up to the handling involved and would be substantial
enough to support the heavy stitches. I also wanted to add pattern
and color to white sheets before I began the work on them. To do
this, the wet sheets were pressed between textured fabric that

COMBINING WORD & IMAGE
by Annie Cicale

What is Relevant. Annie Cicale. 1994. 30" x 22". Watercolor and gouache. A piece from my MFA installation. I found the text in an advertisement in
Time magazine. Isaac Asimov wrote these words in the early 1990s, when there were 5.3 billion people on the planet; we’ve added 2 billion since then.
While text and illustration share the same space, with one overlaying the other, word and image remain in their own conceptual zones: letters and
words are presented, and read, as text.
Bound & Lettered b Summer 2017
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The information in this article is culled
from Randall Hasson’s forthcoming book,
Teaching America How to Letter: Ross
George, William Gordon, and the Story
of the Speedball Textbook, which will be
published by Letterform Archive.

A TWO-PART ARTICLE WITH RANDALL M. HASSON AND MICHAEL CLARK

The Speedball Pen and the Lettering Artist
by Randall M. Hasson

The show card above is an example of
pre-Speedball work from 1914.
Top: The titling for this article was written
with a Speedball A-Series nib on a rough
surface of unprimed canvas.
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The Origin of the Bent Nib
The early twentieth century was a time of
change. In the arena of retail sales, advertising and marketing developed rapidly, giving
birth to many of the selling principles and
techniques that are still in use today. The
storefront, for the first time, began to be
dominated by large, plate glass windows,
and a whole industry emerged that was
centered on techniques for effective window
display. One of the most important aspects
of these show windows was the display
card that advertised a retailer’s goods.
These cards were temporary and had to
be produced rapidly, and no window was
considered complete without them. These
“silent salesmen,” called show cards, became
the surrogate voice of the shopkeeper.
A natural outgrowth of the sign painting
trade, show card writing soon developed
into its own specialized genre. Show cards
were initially large signs, on full (22 x 28
inches) or half sheets of bristol board. As

the marketing and design of the window
display evolved, these cards became
smaller, and the brushes of the sign painter
were difficult to use in making the resulting
smaller letters. Show card men turned to
the traditional broad-edged pen for the
smaller copy. They used lowercase letters,
which were faster to write and easier
to read. As the metal nib became more
prevalent in the trade, the divide between
the methods of the sign painter and of the
show card writer became broader – show
cards were written with the single-stroke
method of forming letters, as opposed to
traditional methods of outlining and filling
in letters.
Commercial letterers wrote these cards
with a certain rhythm: the best of them
adapted the whole-arm-movement techniques of penmanship from Spencerian
and Palmer methods. This rhythmic aspect
was vitally important to the character of
the show card; the most desired type of

Riding on
the Corner

Done using a large Speedball A
nib with my own ink concoction,
on Arches MBM paper.

Exploring
Brush Forms
with Speedball
A and B Nibs
by Michael Clark

One has to dig deep in order to identify the
real impetus for any obsession. Mine was
the direct result of envy: envy of Sherry
Bringham, Carl Rohrs, and a few other
wielders of the brush. I was never looking
for the genteel forms of the pointed brush; I
was looking for the cadenced (as well as the
erratic) rhythm of the brush forms that I
had witnessed by these two and the likes of
Karlgeorg Hoefer. But I’m not skilled with a
brush, so I became obsessed with making
brush strokes with a steel pen. This obsession led to a twenty-five-year odyssey.
I started with the broad, angled tip of
a Magic Marker and found success when
I pushed the stroke down and to the left,
maintaining a curve so as to emulate the
differently angled terminal of brushformed letters. (Most people do not even
take note of this difference between
pointed-brush lettering and that of the
chisel-edged pen.) My next step was to cut
a Speedball Elegant Writer at the same cant
as the tip of the Magic Marker. This allowed
me to letter on a smaller scale (Figure 1).
I’ve found that this lettering requires a bit
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Figure 3. John Neal Bookseller 1997 Keepsake. The original artwork was done in gouache
on Lana Laid paper. I paired the small lettering of the square Esterbrook Drawlet nib with
large letters done with a tool that I had recently fallen in love with: a stencil brush, using it
to make monoline brushstrokes.

SHOW-CARD COLOR
A specially formulated, water-based paint
was used for the brushwork done on the
show cards that Randall Hasson talks about
in “Writing with the Bent Nib.” This paint
needed to be rich in finely ground pigment
so that one coat was enough, and it needed
to flow smoothly out of a brush to enable the

card production speed that was required.
John Stevens used this paint back in his
youth when he was a sign painter, and he still
uses it in his brush lettering classes for large
lettering. While demand for this paint waned
as hand-lettered show cards were gradually
replaced with mechanically reproduced ones,

this special paint continued to be manufactured in the United States until a just few
years ago. Fortunately, the Nicker Colour
Company in Japan still makes show-card
paint; they call it “Poster Colour.”

GUIDELINES & BLACK PAPER
Writing on black paper with metallics and/or with white ink is great fun.
Gold seems more brilliant against a black ground, and white-on-black is
so visually vibrant; both pop off the page. Unfortunately, unlike with lightcolored papers, pre-printed guidelines just don’t work with black paper. Even
using a light table, all you see is black. Until now, your only option was to
draw pencil guidelines. This meant that you had to take time for this tedious
task, even for practice sheets or for lettering done just for fun. But a solution
is now available: a black-on-black, pre-lined paper, with a very smooth surface that is perfect for pointed pen penmanship. In this ingenious pad, the
pre-printed guidelines are dots instead of solid lines. While a solid line would
cause noticeable parallel ghost lines through your letters, the dots do not. The
paper is available from johnnealbooks.com; it comes in 9"x12", 50-sheet pads
and is also available as a pack of loose sheets. It is called “JNB Deluxe Lined
Black Paper.”

Shown actual size.

Pen work by Michael Sull on dot-lined black paper. With this dot-line paper, the black dots are
easily visible close up when writing, but become more subtle when the work is viewed. Note:
The paper is very black; it is shown gray in both photographs to accentuate the guideline dots.

Script by Suzanne Cunningham
in Ziller pastel inks on dot-lined
paper. These six inks –
Periwinkle Blue, Peach
Blush, Winter Sky Gray, Wild
Rose Pink, Spring Green, and
French Lavender – can be
purchased in full bottles or in a convenient
sampler set of dinky dips in a six-well wood holder.
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